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ABSTRACT 
This paper is set to evaluate the factors leading to prostitution and provide the 
understanding of the hardships that are experienced by prostitutes in their pursuit for 
income generation. However, this will be preceded by the background to the study. 
Secondly, this paper will lament or touch on the strategies employed by the Nelson 
Mandela Metro and other countries in an attempt to alleviate poverty. Thirdly, the views 
of academics and other experts in the fields of both the prostitution and poverty will be 
put into perspective. 
The relevant research methodology used to this study was found to be a descriptive 
study. The concluding remarks and recommendations on what is needed in order to 
improve the situation in the Nelson Mandela Metro are provided for the purpose of this 
study. Towards the end of this study, bibliography has been provided followed by the 
relevant annexures which will serve as evidence that inform this study. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY  
1.1  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will of cause include the back ground to the study, problem statement, 
the key questions, objectives, recommendations and finally will be the summary.  
 
In order to depict the concerns for this study, the will to specifically take the location 
of Wells Estate (famously known as Wesley) which is near Motherwell area within the 
Metro to illustrate my point. Motherwell is said to constitute approximately 2 Million 
people and it has been one among the places that are the beneficiaries of the 
presidential development project termed „Urban renewal‟. On its entry-exit point i.e. 
Uitenhage way, there situated a building that shelters both the Social development 
department and the Hospice (a place for HIV/AIDS victims) and next to this building 
is an open space used by prostitutes at night and during daylight. 
The second entry-exit point is on the sea side not far from this area. It is in the close 
proximity with the RDP formal dwellings known as Wells estate and due to illiteracy 
problems in this area, this place is currently or famously known as „Wesley‟ which is 
about less than 1 kilometre away from the beach arrangements. This (Wells estate) 
is an upgrade of the informal settlement removed from where Coega harbouring 
project is currently at, and other informal settlement taken from Motherwell 
surroundings. Some members of this population, is heavily relied from non-
permanent jobs in the salt manufacturing firm existed prior the introduction of Coega 
project. In this area, prostitution is conducted on the way sides of the bushy area 
leading towards the beach view known as St Georges. Prostitution here goes even 
beyond age restrictions. This means that minors (underage) or school going ages, 
form part of this act as there is no means of transport required to reach this place 
from their homes. 
In between Wells estate and the beach there situated rental homes called Coega 
Village which is opposite Truckers-Inn garage. In adjacent to these two place is N2 
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(national road) that runs under the bridge. The business here i.e. (the sex work) is 
mostly enjoyed by those with cars and trucks as it would not require them much of 
the stroll looking for a comfortable place in pursuing this act. This act is no exception 
to those taking place in other areas like North end, Summerstrand and Greenbushes 
etc. This one has become appealing even to students of the NMMU, in the Metro as 
a relief to scarcity of money. See the attached annexure E i.e. the photographs that 
show the sports where prostitution takes place in this regard.  
 
1.2  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
As a result of the lack of employment opportunities, number of females resort to 
prostitution in order to generate income. 
1.3  SUB-PROBLEMS  
The following paragraphs show a number of sub-problems emanating from the main 
problem statement. 
1.3.1 SUB-PROBLEM 1: PROSTITUTION IS HEALTH RISK 
Both the prostitutes and their clients are subject and are potential candidates of 
HIV/AIDS pandemic. It is inevitable some men and women in this industry do engage 
on unsafe sex which results to STI‟s.    
SAFETY RISKS 
It has been said that some clients have ulterior motives towards prostitutes. These 
clients go to the prostitutes in order to identify them so as to label them (prostitutes) 
and make them unwanted or dangerous to their communities. Some people pretend 
to be clients though they have motives to rob and some would even kill these 
prostitutes for the reasons known to them. The use of condoms is not guaranteed as 
it is price tagged. This means that the sex transaction is done on the bases of „the 
higher the price the lesser the caution on the condom usage‟ or no use of condoms 
at all. 
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FAMILY PROBLEMS 
From the non-use of condoms, family members or partners to these men and women 
are engaged into activities that are subject to STI‟s. This sometimes results to 
mistrust, abnormal births and abnormal children, abortions, family divorces and later 
to HIV/AIDS related problems.  
CHILDREN HEADED FAMILIES 
Due to the above highlighted situations, orphans are sometimes resulted and some 
households are inevitably ending up headed by children. Some situation escalates to 
an extent that street children are resulted. In such cases malnutrition children are 
also a consequence. This would lead children to be vulnerable to deses due to the 
fact that three squared meals are myth to them. 
LOSS OF IDENTITY 
An attempt to assist the disfunctional homes, children get raised by irrelevant 
structures and some siblings are spread to respective helpers. This leads to the loss 
of family cohesion and loss of one‟s identity. The elements of denial, anxiety and 
regret manifest to these children and remove hopes for sense of self-esteem and 
independency.  
1.4  KEY QUESTIONS 
What are the factors leading to prostitution? 
Why prostitution appears to be problematic? 
Are there any measures in place that could regulate this industry? 
Is prostitution contributing towards the eradication of poverty? 
What is the strategy of the NMB to bring about services to this targeted group of 
people? 
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What are the challenges facing the Metro with regard to service delivery in the Welse 
Estate and its surroundings?  
1.5  OBJECTIVES 
The study seeks to increase the understanding on the problems and hardships 
experienced by other people. This understanding will help people not to be 
overlooked at by others but rather be viewed even beyond the imaginary walls of an 
ordinary person on the street. The study will however further attempt to comprehend 
the prevailing problems in a comparative manner in order to determine the gabs and 
encourage the possible delivery towards bridging such gabs. Literature will then be 
used as a guide in that regard. 
1.6  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This section describes the steps that one envisages to undertake in terms of 
literature research in which in this case, will be descriptive study. This means it will 
be literature based. However, this is set be a descriptive study of relevant literature 
that consist of books, academic journals, scientific reports, legislation and interviews 
with experts in the field. 
From literature, a set of normative criteria will be determined and that will be used to 
propose a set of recommendations to address the research problem.    
      
1.7  RECOMMENDATIONS  
Having taken into consideration all the above, I recommend that both the domestic 
and international literature be taken into account as it will put into perspective our 
attempts to alleviate poverty in the Nelson Mandela Metro. 
The members of the public to continuously give the women involved in prostitution 
the benefit of doubt rather than prejudices over them as we are matching towards the 
possible solutions. However, the authority within the Metro should employ strategies 
designed to rescue this targeted section of population e.g. the department of social 
development to provide these women with temporal recipe as their lives are 
surrounded by the variety of dangers. 
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If the Nelson Mandela Metro is against the act of prostitution, it should not adopt the 
silent approach but should set the records straight by designing the policies that will 
be antagonistic to prostitution and such policies should bring about full replacement 
to commercial sex in this area. 
1.8  SUMMARY 
The problem statement has been already erected and the consequences have also 
started to emerge but in the form of sub problems. Proposal have been made that 
prostitution requires a regulator and to operate as an independent industry. The 
following chapter will identify there gabs that are there and attempt to evaluate 
whether prostitution can contribute towards the alleviation of poverty or not? The 
forthcoming chapter is however set to design a model on possibilities on the stance 
that could be adopted in dealing with poverty. 
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CHAPTER 2  PROSTITUTION AS AN AGENT FOR POVERTY ALLEVIATION  
   IN THE NELSON MANDELA BAY AREA 
2.1  INTRODUCTION  
This chapter is set to discuss the core business of the study and this consists of a 
huge volume of work. The chapter will inevitably include a wide range of areas such 
as the viewing of prostitution as a poverty alleviation mechanism, the origin of 
prostitution and the report on interviews conducted in the Nelson Mandela Metro. 
This chapter will further discuss prostitution, disadvantages and its advantages. 
From this chapter prostitution will further be matched against the law and religion. 
Prostitution from the employment point of view and the arrests conducted which were 
against the act of prostitution will be dealt with here. From this chapter, the first-hand 
information about prostitution and the strategies as the initiative of the Nelson 
Mandela Metro in an attempt to alleviate poverty will be put into perspective. This 
chapter will also look at the summit held on „re-imagining the economy in the Nelson 
Mandela Bay‟. The chapter will further assess the success of the Nelson Mandela 
Municipality as well as the strategies used by other countries to improve situations. 
The empowerment of women will be discussed here which will be followed by the 
summary.              
2.2  PROSTITUTION AS A POVERTY ALLEVIATION MECHANISM 
The situation in the entry and exit points of the NMB where a number of females 
resorting to prostitution have increased at an accelerating rate and of cause this had 
provoked mu feelings. Such a situation seeks to suggest that there are gabs, 
imbalances and questions that need honest answers particularly with regards to the 
distribution of resources. One is mindful of the attitude of the public and the 
prejudices around prostitution. Centrally to this, is unemployment which is a factor 
that cannot be fully achieved but that could be controlled? Perhaps this study might 
help in bringing the public and the authorities to their desired senses. 
According to the SALRAC Discussion Paper on Prostitution (2009; 1)”Most women 
and girls do not enter prostitution as a carrier choice but due to tragic circumstances 
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such as family breakdown, sexual abuse, rape, poverty and general economic 
survival”. However, this discussion paper further argued that no women want to have 
sexual intimacy with the multiple partners in one or every day. This is seen as a 
survival strategy by prostitutes. It is further argued that it is not the legal status that 
causes the harm but the prostitution itself. The paper further tightened this argument 
by portraying prostitutes as the most vulnerable members of society and their 
lifestyle as being characterized by elements of abuse.         
2.3   THE ORIGIN OF PROSTITUTION   
It is not an easy task to locate the origin of prostitution, but for the sake and the 
purpose of this study it would be imperative to view it (origin) from the academic 
perspective. 
According to Boudin, C and Ritcher, M. (2009; 180) prostitution is first defined as “the 
exchange of any financial or other reward, favour or compensation for the purpose of 
engaging in a sexual act.” The above view was however based on „SALRC‟s (South 
African Law Reform Commission) perspective. On the other hand, some authors 
have put the view of Weitzer into perspective. These authors argued that a prostitute 
“is a person who provides sex, sexual stimulation or erotic service in exchange for 
cash or goods”. (Chipamaunga, S, Muula, A.S and Mataya, R. 2010; 45).  
These authors have further argued that the unfortunate and unavoidable part is even 
in countries where sex work is legal this type of work carries a stigma and is 
marginalized and it prohibit prostitutes from seeking help in cases of rape, non-
payment by clients and even when assaulted. In a nutshell, these authors regard 
prostitution as “an underground activity”. (Chipamaunga, S, Muula, A.S and Mataya, 
R. 2010; 45). 
Lowe viewed the entire subject from a different angle all together. This author, 
categorised prostitutes into two classes. These are Low income and middle income 
classes. According to this author, the low income class has nothing to do with values 
but moulding those skills that already exist, however, the middle income class is just 
indoctrination than those who are from parallel or exposing to the least form of 
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prostitution. To further this argument, Lowe put the views of Hirsch into perspective. 
According to Lowe, A.C. (1989; 10) “The ability of a girl to make money does not 
depend upon beauty, although that may be and asset. It depends on her ability to 
flatter and please men.”    
2.4  REPORTS ON INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN THE NMM    
According to Kumar R, (2011; 144) “Any person to person interaction, either face to 
face or otherwise, between two or more individuals with a specific purpose in mind is 
called an interview”. This author, further highlighted the advantage of this method by 
stating that in the duration of the interviews the researcher has a freedom to decide 
on both the format and the content of questions to ask, selection of wording and the 
order of questions depends on the interviewer. Kumar argued that there two 
categories of interviews and these are unstructured and structured interviews. The 
author further argued that unstructured types of interviews are flexible on all the 
content, questions and on the interview structure. With regard to structured 
interviews, Kumar argued that the researcher would normally ask predetermined set 
of questions which are rigid in all; interview structure, content and questions and their 
wording.  
 In this regard, a study has been conducted in an attempt to identify the actual 
factors leading to prostitution, negative perceptions on prostitution were drawn and 
the attempts by the Nelson Mandela Metro to comprehend poverty had been tabled. 
Consequently, the study has been conducted to analyze the impact of prostitution to 
the youth of the Nelson Mandela Bay. The moral aspect of prostitution has been also 
challenged. In conducting the study, it was decided that in order to address the 
question of prostitution and its related aspects as well as the desired outcomes, it 
would be ideal to choose poverty as the main factor and the evaluation or revision of 
the Nelson Mandela Metro‟s strategies towards the alleviation of poverty as the best 
tool.  
For the purpose of this research report, the Nelson Mandela Metro‟s director in the 
health directorate had been interviewed regarding the subject. A representative of 
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Artic had been also interviewed pertaining to the subject and their initiatives will also 
be interrogated. In the duration of the interview, the interviewees provided 
information which they thought it was confidential for noting. However, though some 
of the information was not for the consumption of the question asked but was 
informative. 
The act of prostitution is viewed to be the quickest way of making income as it does 
not required corporate skill. This act goes even beyond the discriminatory lines as it 
accommodates high and low income earners. During the interview, it had transpired 
that there were interventions by Artic which aimed at converting these prostitutes to 
be Peer educators and by so doing they were going to be regarded as agents of 
change. According to ARTIC representative, “the government‟s social grants 
received by baby mothers on the 1st of every month is sometimes serves as a capital 
(by clothes deodorants) to start this business and maintaining its beneficiaries”. 
(ARTIC rep: Interviews).  
It is however said that ARTIC attempted to introduce co-operatives but to some of 
the prostitutes that was time-consuming as they had to deal with poverty at that point 
in time. See the photograph of the ARTIC staff as the attached annexure E.    
2.4.1  COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
The community engagement regarding prostitution appeared to be common to all 
interviewees. Cooperatives initiatives appeared to be the only solution from the eyes 
of the Health department of the Metro. The donors should do their part without 
dictating terms on how the community should comply. The community should be 
assisted on the prioritizing their needs. This means that the road infrastructure 
cannot be seen as valuable as a hungry citizen but it should be realized that the 
construction of roads or road maintenances cannot be achieved by a hungry 
stomach. 
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2.4.2  CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED BY PROSTITUTES  
It is inevitable that the act of prostitution is illegal in South Africa. This had made 
prostitutes to be negatively labelled, threatened and were even killed. Due to the 
above, underground operations are then seen as the only solution. However, it is 
unavoidable that when operating in fear and do not want to be exposed, some of the 
principle are ought to be compromised, in this case, the non-use of condoms. 
According to the Artic representative, the use of condoms by prostitutes is at high 
rate as some of them believe that sexually transmitted infections are time consuming. 
On the other hand, the health director from the NM Municipality indicated that there is 
a need to take an initiative and sacrifices when dealing with the subject. She (NMM 
representative) further argued that there is a lot that needs to be done in partnership 
with prostitutes. She categorically stated that through positive participation, 
commitment and team work negative tags and labelling of this targeted group will be 
avoided.               
2.5  PROSTITUTION, DISADVANTAGES AND ADVANTAGES 
The following paragraphs will provide with a brief background on prostitution and 
further elaborate on its positive and negative elements.    
2.5.1  PROSTITUTION 
Pudifin and Bosch (2009) argued in favour of the scholastic and feminist approaches 
around the question of prostitution. The two authors further argued that sex work had 
been portrayed as a conduct carrying a criminal connotation whilst of the other hand 
it should be seen as a strange type of business sector.                            
However, Lowe, described prostitution from a different perspective. To perform this 
function, Lowe put the views of Hirschi into perspective. According to Lowe, A.C. 
(1989; 10)” the ability of a girl to make money does not depend upon beauty 
...depends…her ability to flatter and please men.” 
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2.5.2  DISADVANTAGES 
Pudifin,S and Bosch,C. (2010;275) argued that the problem of prostitution can be 
dealt with through “(1) the Moralistic approach, (2) the public health and nuisance 
approaches and (3) the human rights based approach.” 
Moralistic approach is set to be one among the disadvantages of prostitution. With 
regard to this approach, the author agued based on 2002‟s constitutional court case 
which was a matter between the state versus Jordan, where the state argued against 
the conduct of prostitution, citing that it is accompanied with the whole range of 
social ills and other illness associated with it. This enjoyed a strong support of the 
argument by the state which claimed that “…prostitution degrades women” (Pudifin, 
S and Bosch, C: 2010; 275). In this argument, the issue of dignity and self-esteem 
were seen as the most detrimental towards prostitution. 
In addition to the above view on morality, Primoratz, in the article titled „What wrong 
with prostitution‟, this author argued around the condemnation of prostitution. 
According to Primoratz, I, (1993; 159) “The morality of this society and of most other 
societies today condemns in no uncertain terms”. This author had categorically 
stated that she does not believe that prostitution is wrong but rather argued that 
positive morality of an act of prostitution and other societies are of the opinion that is 
wrong. The author further argued that positive morality is inconsistent. In support of 
this view Primoratz substantiated her argument by supplying an example of a 
common prostitute who has a spouse that is aware of her prostitution, and called that 
the marriage of convenience. In this situation the woman does not let out her body 
on piecework as a wage worker, but put it for all.  
In contrary to this view, Primoratz, I. (1993; 60) “marriage has always been seen as 
the best institutional set-up for procreating and socializing the young”. This author 
further argued that sex is used by both parties for pleasure and for money.  
With regards to public nuisance approach, Pudifin and Bosch advanced their 
argument by referring their audience to the stance adopted by the British authorities. 
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They claimed that the British policy includes that “loitering, soliciting and living off the 
earnings of prostitution” (Pudifin, S and Bosch, C: 2010; 279). 
On the other hand the non-use of condoms also counted or contributed as one 
among many disadvantages of prostitution. It is said that when sex gets the higher 
offer for a sexual transaction, the greater the chances for them (participants) not 
making use of condoms.it is further argued that this is sometimes takes place when 
the purchaser persuades the seller. This also transpired during an interview 
conducted by Oyefara in Lagos, Nigeria, where the respondent got manipulated by 
the attachment of higher price for a sexual intercourse. The following is what 
transpired from the respondent‟s response after the purchaser indicated that he 
wants a business without a condom: respondent: “Well, if it is without the condom, 
you have to increase the price by N2, 000 00” (Oyefara, J.L. 2007; 1269). 
2.5.3  ADVANTAGES 
Firstly, the decriminalization of prostitution could serve as an advantage to these who 
are dependent on it as means of survival. However, this is once again supported by 
the argument of the said authors that if prostitution gets decriminalized without being 
endorsed, that would mean the welfare, occupational health as well as the safety of 
those who are totally dependent on it would be prioritized. There are also issues like 
age restriction from this type of business that will need a careful consideration. In 
their argument, Pudifin and Bosch concluded that under the above conditions that 
“the acts remove the gender decriminalization evidence by the fact that in a climate 
of fear under the decriminalized regime which was contrary to their interests” 
(Pudifin, S and Bosch, C: 2010; 283).  
Secondly, through this type of behaviour, one is able to put food on the table. This is 
however marked by the respondent in the article written by John Lekan Oyefara who 
after she narrated the hardships that she had endured. According to the interviewee, 
“Sincerely, since I joined this business, I have never begged for money again, I can 
feed myself and send money to my parents.” (Oyefara, JL. 2007; 1266).   
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2.5.4  PROSTITUTION VERSUS LAW 
According to Fick; (2005: 7). “Sex work is currently illegal in South Africa”. This alone 
raises eye-brows and simultaneously brings fears about the well-being and the future 
of sex workers against criminals. However, according to this author, this is being 
traced back to the laws such as the „the sexual offences act (23 of 1957) ` which 
categorically criminalizes the selling of sex and all of its related activities. The author 
further argued that if sex work is continuously being criminalized as it is the case 
currently, then the vulnerability of sex workers to violence and exploitation will 
increase. That will however leave sex workers without any other option but to resort 
to underground operations. This will prohibit these people an access to fundamental 
services such as legal and health services and should these people (prostitutes) 
come out and confess over their bad experiences in this field whilst operating 
underground, the possibilities are to be stigmatized and their identity will be dented. 
In view of the above opinion, one will ask for the validity of the constitutional rights 
towards freedom of expression and so forth. However, according to Terblanche, S. 
S; (2007: 8) “human beings are not commodities to which a price can be attached, 
they are creatures with inherit and infinite worth‟s”. These authors referred 
particularly to the issues of human dignity and threw a warning which denies any 
right to criminals to commit any unlawful act to prostitutes as may be dealt with by 
law as indicated in the quotation. 
2.5.5  LEGALISATION OF PROSTITUTION 
I find it proper that I put a layout on the status of prostitution against the legal findings 
as per the South Africa‟s constitutional court‟s point of view. According to Botha, 
H.2004: “section 2 and 3 (a) and (b) rendered brothel-keeping an offence, while 
section 20(1)(aA) rendered „unlawful carnal intercourse‟ or committing an act of 
indecency with another person for reward a criminal offence.”  
However, in the layout of the majority judgment given by judge Ngcobo, where the 
state vs. J and was summarized as follows: “Persons living on earnings of 
prostitution or committing or assisting in commission of indecent acts.- 
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1. Any person who 
(aA) has unlawfully carnal intercourse, or commits an act of indecency, with any 
other person for reward 
……shall be guilty of an offence. “(Botha, H. 2004: 231) 
2.5.6  PROSTITUTION VERSUS RELIGION AND HIV/ AIDS 
In view of the article titled „why prostitution should not be decriminalised by Marge 
Ballin, the Inter Outreach Ministries, a non-profit seeking organization that work with 
prostitutes in Cape Town, put its views into perspective. Inevitably important, these 
views ascribed to Christian principle. 
According to this author, the mission of the said organization is to provide social, 
educational and spiritual upliftment to women and children caught in destructive life 
styles and that includes prostitution and trafficking. It is also mentioned that their 
main target groups are street children, prostitutes and trafficked women and children. 
The Inter Outreach Ministries‟ take on the matter was that prostitutes are the 
resultant of drug addiction, alcohol, emotional stress, dysfunctional homes, poverty 
and so forth. However, HIV/AIDS is inevitable in almost all of the above cases. 
In addition to this, the author argued its case even further by taking the article written 
by Adele Baleta, titled „The Love Potion That Kill‟ into perspective. According to Ball, 
M. “…the women were inserting an aphrodisiac and other agents like traditional 
African remedies into their bodies to dry out their vaginas, in an attempt to pleasure 
their male partners.” (www.christianaction.org.za/articles/whyprostitutioned) 
In view of this article, it has transpired from the interviews conducted to women in 
this article where these women confessed that they provide dry sex in order to give 
pleasure to men. 
However, this article introduced us to the people called „procurers‟ and these are 
other role players in this prostitution business who are operating behind the scenes. 
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They (procurers) are pimps, recruiter, brothel owner, and adult movie theatre. In 
respect of this article it is said that “Procurers are as clever as they are cruel”.  
(Http: www.christianaction.org.za/articles/prostitutioned) 
This emanates from the argument of this article where it claimed that procurers have 
a very unique method of working. It is said that they keep the prostitutes in their 
bondage. This means they get women into financial depts. to them and that will lead 
prostitutes to pay that back through engagements of prostitution. 
2.5.7  PROSTITUTION AS AN EMPLOYMENT SECTOR 
According to Zalc- issue paper 19 (project 107): Sexual offences: “employment 
relationship between management and prostitution is not regulated by law, certain 
conditions of employment are not allured to by employers” 
(http//www.saflii.org/za/other/zalc/ip/19/19-chapter5#heading 1472). It is said in this 
article that prostitutes are not covered in Basic Conditions of Employment act, 
Occupational Health and Safety act. 
One interesting incident took place when a group of prostitutes working in a brothel 
in Cape Town obtained an interim interdict against management to refrain from 
violating their basic rights. According to paragraph 5.37 of this paper, it was argued 
that this was not the only incident where prostitutes took their managers into task, but 
it was reported that during June 1999, SWEAT obtained a high court interdict against 
the management of an escort agency, preventing further infringement of the rights of 
prostitutes by these agents‟ managers. It is also mentioned in this paper that with 
due respect that prostitution is illegal, but in October 1999 a code of conduct was 
drafted for particularly the male escort agencies in Cape Town. Here it was stated 
that if some of these laws could be contravened by employees, would lead to their 
dismissals. 
The SALRAC discussion paper on adult prostitution titled „Family Policy Institute‟ 
argued against the perceptions that prostitution should be seen as labour but 
encouraged it to be viewed on Swedish perspective, that prostitution is just gender-
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based violence. This paper further argued that prostitution is however, seen as paid 
rape and degrades and that it dehumanises and further pulls the value of women 
down to make it a commodity for sale.       
2.5.8  PROSTITUTION AND ARRESTS 
The success of prostitutes and the failures of the police to get prostitutes into 
prosecution after the numerous arrests will be demonstrated and I will make use of 
three examples to display these technicalities. 
There is a general saying that says for each and every action there is a reaction. It 
has been mentioned earlier on that in case of South Africa, prostitution is illegal, so, 
according to L. R. C (legal resource Centre) report dated the 2009-04-24 the 
Business Day reported on the ruling of case of 2004-04-20 the matter between 
workers (represented by SWEAT) vs. the SAPS arrests. Here, the sex workers won a 
case on the arrest of sex workers after prostitutes claimed that the police were 
arresting them with an ulterior motive for which this, according to them was in conflict 
with law. 
In this regard, judge Fourie concurred with the SWEAT argument that the police were 
rather targeting the public manifestation of sex work and not its illegality. However, 
judge Fourie could not grant a declaratory order on the bases that, the police would 
wish the sex workers to be prosecuted which was out of their control as the decision 
for prosecuting these sex workers had to be awarded by the public prosecutor. 
However, according to the article by Sowetan, 2009, “The judge found the police who 
arrested sex workers knowing they would not be prosecuted were denying them their 
human rights guaranteed by the Constitution.” (Http://www.Irc.org.za/irc-in-the-
news/934-sweat-) 
Finally, is the case between Cape sex workers vs. the NPA. In the report by Sapa in 
the Mail and Guardian newspaper, where the court issued an interdict preventing 
police arrests over prostitutes. According to the Mail and Guardian article dated the 
21-04-2009, the NPA claimed that “The city has found link between sex work and an 
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increase in other criminal activities”. (Http://www.mg.co.za/article/2009-04-21-cape-
sex-worker-victory-due-toNPA-failure-) Despite the strong argument tabled by NPA 
with regard to their intended action, where it (NPA) made mentioned of reasons that 
informed their intended action, Judge Fourie awarded the interdict in favour of the 
prostitutes. In addition to that he ordered the minister of Safety and Security, 
National and Western Cape provincial commissioners of police with the inclusion of 
four Cape Town station commissioners and the City of Cape Town to pay for the 
costs. 
According to Armentano. P, 1993, “…the war on prostitution is futile and forever 
doomed to fail” (www.fff.org/freedom/1293e.asp.) This author was convinced that a 
fight against willing buyer and seller is a waste of time and energy as this particular 
market is voluntary based. However, the author here argued further his opinion that 
legalization of the prostitution services is a mere prohibition and violation of one‟s 
basic and inherent rights. Once again, Armentano argued in favour of sex workers. 
According to Armentano. P: 1993. “ Individuals own their own bodies and their own 
labour services and have the absolute right to decide how those labour services 
should be used” (www.fff.org/freedom/1293e.asp) 
In addition to that the also stipulated roles that should be played by the state in this 
regard. He (author) argued that the government should not interfere and should 
ensure that all exchange transactions are purely voluntary. He further claimed that a 
moral and economic case for legalization of this act is very much overwhelming. 
2.6  FIRST-HAND INFORMATION ABOUT PROSTITUTION 
With reference to the work of Aquon-Asse, J. 1993, titled „Prostitution is work‟ she 
wrote about ups and downs experienced by prostitutes particularly with regard to the 
conditions of the prostitutes work places. However, the author was a woman who 
preferred and claimed to be the whorehouse. This author argued that this type of 
work and a factor that drives her to perform such work (whorehouse) that there is no 
kiss involved. According to Aquan-Assee. J, 1993, “There is a code of touching”. 
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The narrator argued this point further by claiming that by doing so she was able to 
keep as much as possible for her private life. According to the author, prostitution 
had been legalized in Germany and prostitutes contributed fifty six (56) percent 
towards taxes. However, the author argued that the case of German was bad as 
compared to other countries for they (prostitutes) are not entitled to social security, 
health insurance or pensions. (Aquan-Assee. J, 1993: 33). The statement above puts 
it clearly that their contribution towards tax does not help them, so these are 
fundamental benefits. 
With reverence to Aquan-Assee, J 1993, 34 “We want prostitution be recognized as 
work so that we can claim social insurance”. However, it transpired that even though 
prostitution was legal according to the Germans system, prostitute‟s movements 
were restricted. To further display this restriction, the author argued that “the nicer a 
whore house is, the more illegal the owner is”. (Aquan-Assee 1993, 34) 
In view of the above statement, the author seemed to explain that by given the room 
worth a dime the better and that if the owner provides for the comfortable 
accommodation the more prostitution becomes illegal. However, this author 
portrayed prostitutes as more cautious people towards safe sex. According to Aquan-
Assee. J. 1993, 35) “Statistics now prove that prostitutes are definitely not a high risk 
group for HIV and AIDS. 
The author further argued that as of now there are towns that are set aside for 
prostitute to work on. However, she (Jasmin) criticized these places as places that 
are not congusive for this type of work for they do not have lights, no telephones 
booths and no shelters for protection on bad weather conditions. In the light of the 
above conditions, the author argued her point even further where she claimed that “A 
good whore makes a lot of money no matter where she is “Aquan-Assee, J, (1993, 
37). 
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2.7  NELSON MANDELA METRO AND ITS STRATEGIES TO ALLEVIATE  
  POVERTY 
It is inevitable that the majority of the residents in the NMM depends on and put their 
trust in governments of all spheres to provide them with housing and with food. This 
however, became evident during the 2010 local government election race where 
political parties promised residents for the better lives should they receive their votes. 
Some political parties went to as far as providing with food parcels in an attempt to 
persuade voters to cast votes to their favour. The government is said to have had 
invested in this areas, huge projects such as multi billion project of Coega, Youth 
development project who its funders are in Switzerland as well as the Presidential 
Urban Renewal programme funded by the state, to mention but the few. 
However, despite of everything mentioned above we still speak of the „dependency 
syndrome‟ in this area. There is even other project such as prostitution which is 
emerging and polarizing at an increasing rate. One would ask where exactly the lack 
is. Could the lack be on the insufficient resources or inequitable distribution of 
resources? 
The following are the initiatives of the NMB and its strategies to alleviate poverty, but 
let me mention this up front that this is just a gist on the package that the Metro has 
in its disposal. The NMM is in position of their draft paper on what they term 
Integrated Poverty Eradication Strategy (2008/2009) and that this includes their 
understanding of poverty in the true sense of the word. According to this paper, 
“Poverty is a generic concept in which different meanings, interpretations, 
understanding …” (NMM, Integrated Poverty Eradication Strategy; 2008/2009). 
However, this document further described poverty as a way where an individual 
cannot rich into basic resources such as food, shelter, education and employment 
opportunities. According to the NMB the purpose of this paper is set to serve as a 
guide towards the fulfilment of constructive engagement on the meaning of poverty 
particularly with regards to social business, political leadership, officials and civil 
society. The Nelson Mandela Bay has, through this paper, introduced the programme 
and projects that are designed to fight poverty. However, in view of this paper and for 
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this study, it will be proper to tabulate this programme vividly. Here under, follow the 
six of these projects:  
“(a) ward based, pilot wards and non-pilot wards 
  (b) major route cleanings 
  (c) eight (8) co operatives 
  (d) Smaller transfer stations in townships-done by community 
  (e) 139 volunteers – would be permanently employed and that would include 
disaster     management, security services, various directorates, provincial traffic 
department, and various sector departments. 
  (f) expanded public works programme (1) creation of sustainable business 
(cooperatives).                 
  (2) Environmental sector.” (NMM, Integrated Poverty Eradication Strategy, 
2008/2009). 
However, the above programme is set to accommodate the following categories of 
people: senior citizens, unemployed, children, women, people with disability and 
people in impoverish areas. In order to fast track this project the Nelson Mandela 
Metro promised to mobilized  the community for which it (community) will prepare for 
working with government projects and that the resources would be channelled 
correctly in order to rich even to the poor. In this paper, the Metro had transpired to 
have had felt proud of its achievements especially in the year 2005 where only about 
5 % of its community experienced electricity cut off due to unaffordability. However, 
this paper, further argued that the problem was heavily only the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
which paralyzed the Metro which also led to the collapse of some of the projects.  On 
its (Metro) way forward, the Metro promised to establish a Nelson Mandela Bay 
Committee or forum that will look into the implementation of its plans for the year 
2008/2009. 
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2.8  THE SUMMIT ON RE IMAGINATION THE ECONOMY IN THE NMM  
In one of the Nelson Mandela Metro „strategies to fight poverty, the Metro introduced 
its audience to a different approach. The NMB called on for an economic summit 
held on the 13 – 14 May 2010 in one of its local hotel termed King Edward Hotel. 
This summit was titled „Re – imagine the economy of Nelson Mandela Bay‟. It is 
argued that the summit focused mainly on the successes of the SEIP and its 
incorporation to the IDP (Integrated delivery programme). However, the summit also 
agreed on the following: that the plan should address “a Social programme, an 
Infrastructure and transport programme” (NMM, Post Summit document, 2010; 2).  
This paper further argued that SEIP was set to aim towards activating approximately 
10 000 jobs in the first year and later 20 000 jobs within an interval of four years of 
the five year period. However, in terms of this paper the SEIP project was also given 
a name termed “NMB Marshall Plan” (Post Summit document, 2010; 4). This paper 
further argued that the SEIP was going to be driven by a task team from the 
municipal office and each member of the team would deal with relevant line 
department. Out of many things that had been agreed on and also achieved by the 
Metro in that summit, a new vision was adopted and that included the following: 
“…nobody should remain hungry, homeless or without social services promised in 
the constitution because they cannot afford basic necessities. Based on a strong 
industrial foundation and decent jobs, growing into the future”. (NMM, Post Summit 
document, 2010; 5). 
This paper had acknowledged the role played by the LED (local economic 
development) as in its own terms the NMB calls it „NMB Land Planning Guide‟. This 
document further argued in favour of the LED that it will help in improving the living 
conditions and promote the sustainability thereof. It is also mentioned that at the end 
these attempts will be the wheels for the vehicle called SEIP process. However, for 
the Metro to have a strong LED, it (Metro) needs to have good planning processes 
and for that it will progress in the outcomes such as home based and communal 
gardens, informal business sites being identified, mixed land use and most 
importantly, business support centres being established in order to enhance these 
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processes. It is however, said that the summit also agreed upon the following: that a 
coordinator/ a director who will be in charge of SEIP operations and will coordinate 
SEIP‟s partnership forums. The SEIP director will be supported by two teams, a 
programme strategic team and extended programme team and these two teams will 
look into the issues of planning and monitoring the entire project. On the other 
phenomenon, there will be cluster teams that will be located within the line 
departments or municipal entities. The departmental line budgeting will be 
entertained at this level. Let me conclude by tabulating the other partnerships that 
are identified that are still yet to be built:  
“The large scale development interventions,  
How the NMB socio – economy can be turned around and grown 
The institutional arrangements to move the process forward 
The achievements of the job targets” (NMB, Post Summit document, 2010). 
2.8.1  THE SUCCESSES OF THE NMM  
There is “ATTP” the policy which is known as Assistance to the Poor Policy (free 
basic services), the Nelson Mandela Bay had boldly maintained that it (Metro) had 
been granting subsidies to its poor citizens especially those who could not afford to 
pay for basic services and this project had been going since 1997. However, the 
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Bill 2008 are a bill that 
is set to create opportunities for community and individuals involvement in the 
decision making. This bill is set to “Shift away from individuals as passive users of 
services and information to active participants in determining what‟s best for their 
communities”. (http://www.local.gov.uk/web/guest/localism-act/-/journal...)  
2.9  THE STRATEGIES USED BY OTHER COUNTRIES 
J.P. de Wit‟s article titled „The Bangalore Poverty Alleviation Programme (1993 – 
1999)‟ called BUPP which was a programme characterized by multiple of objectives. 
According to this author, the first one was a regular urban poverty alleviation 
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programme which specifically dealt with poverty alleviation through empowering the 
poor. This author argued that the said document or programme looked into the 
issues of patronage relationships, how the vote banks functioned, the vested 
interests in slums and slums improvements. According to de Wit J.P. 2001; 20, the 
programme was primarily “ to involve the urban poor in participatory, “bottom” up 
planning and implementation processes, the main vehicle for which were the Slums 
Development Team (SDT‟s)”. 
The second objective was to develop and test a model of sustainable, 
comprehensive urban poverty alleviation. In addition to this, out of the four goals set 
by this particular objective, but I will mention only two, which were “to bring about 
close cooperation between governmental organizations and slums communities. To 
facilitate all agencies and organisations involved in poverty reduction to enable them 
to fulfil their goals more adequately…” (de Wit, J.W. 2001; 21). 
To support this view, the author argued on how the BUPP programme was 
implemented. The author argued that there was a pilot programme which was 
conducted where 10 to 15 slums versus about 1000 inhabitants or households were 
involved. However, these criteria were designed for the ceilings with regard to fund 
expenditures on each slum, per slum household and per activity. According to de 
Wit, J.W. 2001; 23, the programme was “regarded as a process of learning for all 
persons, groups and agencies involved including the government of the Netherlands, 
more specifically the Spearhead Programme Urban Alleviation”. 
With regard to the results of the above project, the author argued that this project 
worked in 14 slums and it had managed to touch the lives of approximately 13 000 
slums inhabitants directly or otherwise as per the required objectives. In addition to 
the above view, the author argued that BUPP had a good impact in providing basic 
infrastructure. In trying to depict this success, the author elaborated by means of an 
example of the slums with drinking water b means of boreholes, mini water tanks / 
water lines and the toilets that were built by blocks. According to this author, this 
programme “contributed to employment and probably income generation among the 
urban poor”. (de Wit, J.W. 2001; 26). On the question whether that particular project 
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had addressed the challenge of empowerment or not, the author, put the views of 
(Phillips et al, 1997; 12) into perspective, that “they required additional skills to be 
more effective. One major limitations to have been the PSU which set itself up as an 
intermediary”.    
On the other hand, Agostino‟s views with regard to poverty are from different 
perspective. This author argued that in order to measure or estimate poverty, it‟s 
through an Income Method approach. Agostino compared the income of households 
with the line that represent what the author referred to as „a food basket that includes 
groceries considered to be basic for correct nutrition for a person during a month. 
The cost of this basket determines the Indigent or extreme poverty lines.” (Agostino, 
A. 2005; 68). However, Agostino further argued that food and other goods and 
services depends solely on the consumption needed by different households and 
these includes items such as clothing, housing, health, transport and education and 
that determines what the author called „poverty line‟. In respect of the above article, 
Agostino took the Uruguayan situation to illustrate his intention. The author looked 
into the precarious situation of young population especially children as the one that 
destroy their (children) future capacities. In support of this view, Agostino argued that 
“the lack of appropriate conditions in terms of infrastructure and basic services also 
affects their health, life expectancy, school performance and conditions in which they 
will eventually join the labour market.” (Agostino, A. 2005; 75).  
Agostino, further argued that it is not easy to aim for equality whilst in one hand the 
promotion of western life is in progress and is regarded as the solution to humanity. 
According to Agostino, A 2005; 81 “Western lifestyle, within the framework of the 
capitalist mode of production, by definition generates inequality, exclusion, violence 
and it is also a threat to natural resources”. This however, resulted in conclusion that 
equality amongst people will never be achieved. Agostino further tighten this 
argument by stating that “ It is not possible to try to reach equality by exclusively 
trying to increase the levels of consumption of those considered poor within a society 
through subsidies or other forms of aid payments.” (Agostino, A 2005; 82). Coming 
closer to the solution, the author further proposed that the full transformation of 
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natural resources as well as the consideration or promotion of the idea of the „good 
neighbor‟. Despite of the above, Agostino was of the view that for the right that are 
not fulfilled yet like in the case of poverty, social policies should be designed and be 
introduced in order to rectify the situation and possibly used to provide solution to the 
problems i.e. dependent citizenship. Lastly, the author argued that “The alleviation of 
poverty will come; or it is presented, as a result of development. Post development 
writers would argue, though, that some of the problems faced within Capitalist 
societies…” (Agostino, A. 2005; 83).  
Thompson, L and Nleya, N. (2008; 119) argued that “ Providing services… is dowdily 
hard where large sections of these communities are afflicted by high levels of 
unemployment and poverty, historical backlogs in infrastructure and services, and an 
uneven spread of economic resources.” On the other phenomenon Swanepoel and 
De beer, in their work titled „Community Development: Braking the cycle of poverty‟, 
argued that some communities few people are declared to be poor, but if for some 
reasons hundreds or thousands of families are poor it is no longer individual poverty 
but societal or community poverty. These authors further argued around absolute 
poverty and relative poverty. According to Swanepoel, H and De beer, F. (2006; 3) 
“Absolute poverty is best illustrated in a situation where the next meal (or its 
absence) means the difference between life and death.” However, the two authors 
further described the relative poverty as an expression on one entity in relation to 
another entity and this they are comparing one country with another. In support of 
the above views, these authors further tightened their argument by stating that 
starvation is a telling aspect of poverty.                                             
In view of the above, Swanepoel and De beer, argued that local development is 
made up of political environment, where political forces are present in almost all 
communities and decides on events and actions within communities. Secondly, 
Social environments, here, informal institutions are being established within 
communities. Thirdly, cultural environment, here, cultures are set to create and 
provide a framework following the manner in which people act and react to daily life. 
Lastly, economic environment is seen as a tool to measure the affordability of the 
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people to pay their services rendered to them and daily needs like food. These 
authors further concluded that communities “are not homogenous entities where all 
work together in a spirit of sharing”. (Swanepoel, H and De beer, F. 2006; 34).  
2.9.1  EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 
Usher Jumani, in her work titled, „Empowering society: An analysis of business 
government and social development approaches to empowerment‟ brought about the 
view of international conference on population and development held in 1994. These 
views were in favour of women. According to Jumani, U. 2006; 8, “Women 
empowerment refers to the process by which women gain inner power to express 
and defend the right and greater self-confidence, self-identity, self-esteem and 
control over their own lives and personal and social relationships.  
In the same breath, the views of the World Bank through the pen of Narayou 2002 
were also put into perspective. This author defined the empowerment in the context 
of poverty eradication initiative. In accordance to this author, the empowerment 
served as “the expansion of assets and capabilities of poor people to participate, 
negotiate, influence, control and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives” 
(Jumani, U. 2006; 9). 
However, in support of the above view, Jumani brought the case of India into 
perspective, here, the author made mention of Low income employed people where 
she claimed that these were the people that were remunerated on the basis of wage 
work. According to Jumani, U. (2006; 21), “Wage work is where a person is paid daily 
wages for doing a particular work”. In this case, there is no assurance on the duration 
of the time worked. Jumani, further lamented on unpaid family work, in this regard, 
the family members assist a work but only one person is considered as a worker and 
however, get paid for the final output.  
In her work titled „Eliminating Poverty through Market-based Social Entrepreneurship‟ 
Yunus, argued that “the poor, themselves can create a poverty free world – all we 
have to do is to free them from the chains that we have put around them.” 
(Http://www.globalurban.org/Issue1p1Mag05/Yunus%20article.htm). This author here 
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based her argument on what she referred to as the Millennium Development Goals. 
In addition to this view, Yunus depicted poverty as a subject that is not as difficult as 
the experts warned or claim it to be. She rather argued that “It is not a difficult subject 
because it is not about space science, or about an intricate design of a complicated 
machine. This is about people.” 
(Http://www.globaluban.org/Issue1p1Mag05/Yunus%20article.htm). Yunus argued 
against the use of the word „problem‟ to be associated with human well-being. 
Yunus, argued further that “a human being is born into this world fully equipped not 
to take care of himself or herself (which all other life forms can do, too) but also to 
contribute in enlarging the well-being of the world as a whole (that‟s where the 
special roles of human being lies)” 
(Http://www.globalurban.org/Issue1p1Mag05/yunus%20article.htm). 
In addition to the above argument, the author further argued that the lifetime 
suffering of human beings on this planet from indignity where individuals are required 
to spend every time of their lifetime looking for food as means of their physical 
survival. Yunus further argued that the answers to such questions will make the 2015 
Millennium Development Goals be realised. This author tightened her argument even 
further that the problem of poverty should be viewed upside down, meaning that the 
failure is at top rather than the lack of capabilities on the bottom. Yunus further 
argued that it is not the concepts, institutions and framing conditions that can bring 
about an end to poverty but the reworking of these framing conditions using our 
intelligences, poverty will finally go away.        
2.10  SUMMARY  
ARTIC lacked or failed to bring about the initiatives which are non-other than the 
peer educators as this was seen as an imperfect way to make quick cash. There was 
also a lack to distinguish between moral and monitory value attached to the concept 
of prostitution and failure to accept prostitution as an independent industry by the 
community. Prostitution had been characterized by the challenges of death, threats 
and robberies. The failure by prostitutes to view or explore other opportunities such 
as projects that is beyond the scope of the field of prostitution.  
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However, the research revealed that the programme by the NMM was designed to 
look at the entire population of the Metro. Secondly, the initiatives by ARTIC to 
prostitutes could have had positive results but because some of sex workers were 
desperate and in need of money to feed their families. 
The research also highlighted that the substitution of ARTIC by the province which 
might remove even the little focus that was there to nothing as province could have 
move engagements on other regions. This research had however showed no clue on 
the budget of NMM set aside to fight prostitution and that prostitution does not 
warrant much attention. 
The researcher has managed to identify some of reasons for the challenges faced by 
prostitutes and the reasons led those prostitutes were converted from prostitution to 
peer educators to go back to prostitution and that ARTIC was no creative enough in 
bringing other projects that are non-other than peer education. 
In an attempt to comprehend the problem identified above, various strategies by 
different countries have been put into perspective and most of those strategies have 
pointed towards women empowerment. 
However, the following chapter will identify the methodology used in this study and 
will further outline the research design that has been followed.                    
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter consists of the research methodology and the research design. The 
purpose of this chapter is to identify the type of research method used by the researcher 
in this study and further set to investigate how the hypothesis is expressed and however 
expose the tool used by the researcher in gathering his data.       
3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
According to Salkind (2000:10 - 11), non-experimental research includes a variety of 
different methods that describe relationships between variables. Included in such 
methods is the descriptive / historical research method, which describes the 
characteristics of existing and past phenomena. 
Historical research, according to Salkind (2000:12), relates past events to each other 
and/or to current events. Historical research answers a question regarding the nature 
and extent of events that took place in the past. Researchers often accomplish historical 
research through the use of primary sources such as original documents and first-hand 
information as well as secondary sources that may originate from second-hand sources.  
Salkind (2000:11) stresses that not only can descriptive and historical research stand on 
their own, but it can serve as bases for other types of research in that a group=s 
characteristics often can be described from a descriptive / historical point of view in 
order to arrive at acceptable theoretical perspectives.  
(Leedy, 1980:3-9) is critical of those academics who display a prejudice for a given 
research methodology: 
" ... it is difficult to defend the position of those who claim that unless 
research fits an arbitrary prejudice for a given methodology, it fails to be 
research.   All highways are of equal excellence; each, however, traverses a 
different terrain, but they all converge on the same destination.  In other 
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words, when research is viewed as an offensive against ignorance of the 
truth, then the four principal research methodologies are merely separate 
avenues leading in the direction of enlightenment.  No one methodology is 
superior to any other, and they all converge at one coveted point: the point 
from which we are able to discern that of which we were hitherto unaware ... 
“(Leedy, 1980:3-9). 
According to Salkind (2000:188), the descriptive / historical researcher proceed in terms 
of six different steps, which correspond closely to those of other types of research. The 
six steps are explained in the paragraphs that follow. 
S First, the historical researchers define a topic or a problem that they wish to 
investigate, in this instance, the ethical foundations of service quality in tourism 
and hospitality management: a theoretical perspective. 
S Second, the researcher formulates an hypothesis(es), which is expressed as a 
question, or questions.  
S Third, the researcher sets out to utilise a variety of sources to gather data. 
Salkind (2000: 188) emphasises that while these sources may differ markedly 
from those in other research methodologies, the analysis of written documents 
are usually the domain of the historical researcher.  
S Fourth, the evidence gathered needs to be evaluated both for its authenticity as 
well as for its accuracy. The researcher therefore needs to establish the value of 
the data from primary as well as secondary sources that underlie the salient 
arguments of the research. This requirement is concomitant to the researcher 
developing a critical and evaluative attitude towards the collected information. 
Salkind (2000:191) holds that the evaluation of primary and secondary data is 
accomplished through the application of two separate criteria: authenticity 
(external criticism) and accuracy (internal criticism). 
 
In light of the foregoing, the research methodology for this research will be of a 
descriptive/historical nature which will focus on a theory search and literature review and 
which will entail examining of existing primary and secondary literary sources, followed 
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by particular recommendations.  The extent of the literature review is explained in 
following section. 
According to Kumar R, (2011; 94) “A research design is a plan, structure and strategy of 
investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to research or problems.” This is a 
section that Kumar refers to as a complete scheme or the research programme. Kumar 
further argued that this particular stage of the research “includes an outline of what an 
investigator will do from writing the hypothesis and the operational implications to the 
final analysis of data” (Kumar, R. 2011; 94). 
Creswell argued that research design is “A process of organizing and writing out ideas 
begins, starting with designing and introduction to a proposal.” (Creswell, J.W, 2009; 
97). Creswell further argued that this stage discusses the real composition and writing of 
what he referred to as a “scholarly introduction and examines the differences in writing 
an introduction for three types of the above designs” (Creswell, J.W. 2009; 97).  
However, Kumar tabulated a list of various considerations whilst one is at this stage of 
research. Amongst other things is data collection technique or method. Here, Kumar did 
this in the form of questions. Some of the questions asked by this author were as 
follows: “who will constitute the study population? 
              How will the study population be identified? 
              How will consent be sought? 
              What methods of data collection will be used and why? 
              In the case of interviews, where will they be conducted? 
              How will ethical issues be taken care of?” (Kumar, J. 2011; 95)  
The above, is just to mention but the few. In the case of this study the data will be 
collected from the secondary data, i.e. books, journals, Municipal documents e.g. Nelson 
Mandela Bay draft policy document, interviews and other documents. 
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The format of this study will be informed by the above sources. The interviews 
conducted will include the Managing director of the Health directorate in the Nelson 
Mandela Metro and the representative of ARTIC in the Mandela Bay Municipality. 
3.3  SUMMARY  
In the light of the above chapter, the researcher had successfully identified the relevant 
research methodology and research design used to construct this study. The types of 
the respective sources used to develop this study have also been identified. The 
following chapter is therefore set to provide with the concluding remarks and 
recommendations.   
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CHAPTER 4 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
4.1  INTRODUCTION  
This chapter will include the outline on concluding remarks and will stipulate the 
recommendations. This will of cause be followed by the summary. 
4.2  OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
This study was indeed intended to evaluate the urban poverty and its alleviation in 
the Nelson Mandela Metro with special reference to prostitution as the only income 
generator. 
This study consists of 3 chapters and this particular chapter will add as chapter 4. 
However, these chapters emphasised or addressed the following parts of this 
research report: 
CHAPTER 1: Dealt with introduction to the study its self  
CHAPTER 2: Prostitution as an agent for poverty alleviation in the NMB area  
CHAPTER 3: Research methodology and research design 
CHAPTER 4: Concluding remarks and Recommendations 
If we pay a visit to one of the research questions posed in chapter 1, which asked 
“Are there any measures in place that could regulate this industry?  
The evidence produced by this study depicted that a little had been done particularly 
to assist prostitutes in these areas and it (report) only point towards the initiatives 
made by ARTIC.  
The evidence produced in chapter 2, revealed that it is the city of Cape Town that 
attempted to fight the act of prostitution and such attempts had no solution or 
substitution towards prostitution. However, the other evidence produced by the study 
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depicted that even the police who conducted the arrests against prostitutes had their 
interests. 
The further evidence produced in the study portrayed the lack of coordination 
between government and other stake holders in the fight against prostitution as it 
prevailed that prostitution is illegal in South Africa.  
With regard to the fight against poverty, the study further suggested the possible 
strategies that could be employed in South Africa based on the experiences of other 
countries. This study was also informed by the following areas of concerns:   
 Negative perceptions are sometimes drawn over prostitution with looking at 
the causes of it. 
 Difficulties in striking a distinction between moral and monitory values over 
prostitution. 
 Failure to accept prostitution as an independent industry in the eyes of the 
communities. 
 Poverty being the root cause of prostitution.  
4.3  RECOMMENDATIONS  
Having taken into considerations the majority of the findings of this study, the 
following are researcher‟s recommendations:  
4.3.1  RECOMMENDATION 1:  
That both the domestic and international literature be put as a guide to comprehend 
poverty and its elements in the Nelson Mandela Bay. This is due to the help of the 
evidence produced in the study which outlined on the strategies used in countries 
like Sweden on its perception on prostitution and its attempts towards the alleviation 
of poverty. 
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4.3.2  RECOMMENDATION 2 
It is recommended that members of the public to view this targeted group of women 
(prostitutes) as part of our population who can play an important role in the society if 
given an opportunity and space. However, the prejudices over them (prostitutes) by 
the public will never be a solution but a getaway door to underground operations 
which could be detrimental to the sex workers. 
4.3.3  RECOMMENDATION 3 
The researcher further recommended that prostitutes be allowed to operate without 
fears of danger by their clients and police as they also have rights to full protection 
by the state. Prostitution must not be viewed only from one perspective i.e. legally, 
but be also viewed on occupational perspective as well. 
4.3.4  RECOMMENDATION 4   
It is recommended that if prostitution is legalised or is being decriminalized, the   
dependency on sex industry will increase unprecedentedly. This will encourage other 
illegal acts of prostitution to go in parallel with the legal prostitution especially if some 
people do not meet the requirements of the regulated form of prostitution.  
However, under the banner of legal status of prostitution, tendencies of sex 
traffickers and syndicates of crimes will come up and spoil the system. 
4.3.5  RECOMMENDATION 5 
The researcher further recommend that if prostitution is illegal as it is in the case of 
South Africa, the local authorities should design policies if not strategies that would 
deal with the permanent closure of the sports where prostitution takes place and its 
(prostitution) substitution. 
4.3.6  RECOMMENDATION 6 
 The evidence produced in this study has however showed that some prostitutes get 
harm in different ways such illegal abortion and unwanted babies. The Nelson 
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Mandela Metro should establish and also erect centres of excellences which will also 
be established where these sufferers (victims) will benefit change in their life style.  
4.3.7  RECOMMENDATION 7 
That the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality to launch and establish a budget or a fund 
that will cater for victims of prostitution. Here, the NMB will run sustainable projects 
that will be easily accessed by these victims.  
4.3.8  RECOMMENDATION 8 
The Nelson Mandela Bay has to improve on its road infrastructure. Here, the Metro 
will have to continue with building the sideways pavements designed for cyclists as 
proposed by the (Health representative of the Metro) that connect the towns and 
locations to the industrial areas. It is believed that this will not help only on the cut on 
transport fuels but will be vital for the general health of its (Metro) citizens.    
4.3.9  RECOMMENDATION 9 
The Bay T.V. within the Metro to be fully funded by the Local authorities in order to 
provide service that will benefit the Metro in difference ways such as awareness 
campaigns on HIV/AIDS programmes and constructive projects that are set to be 
championed by the Metro which will be beneficial to its community.   
4.3.10  RECOMMENDATION 10 
It is inevitably noted that poverty cannot be separated to prostitution. Therefore all 
the affected role players should get together and design a policy that will seek to 
address the psychological barriers such as communities‟ perceptions about 
prostitution and how best this can be dealt with in order to avoid the tendencies of 
mob justice by the community of the said areas. The personnel providing counselling, 
psychological and social services in schools whether employed national or Nelson 
Mandela Metro but to coordinate with one another and work towards the suggested 
integrated activity.        
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4.4  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the light of the above, it is noted that prostitutes and their clients have taken the 
physical pleasure and became inconsiderate towards the reproduction and 
sentimental values of sex which form part of primary functions of intercourse. 
However, from the above study one is able to deduce that the NMM suffers from the 
non-adoption of the policies that are designed to address the problem of poverty on 
head on bases for which in this case the Metro has adopted a silent diplomacy 
towards prostitution, where it could have developed and execute antagonistic 
policies that will address it in a radical manner.  
This would however prompt the Metro to work towards the prostitution‟s full 
replacement. Non consistence in the use of condoms by prostitutes due to 
temptations of expensive offers per sexual intercourse would lead to the spread of 
STI‟s and HIV/AIDS amongst families. That would lead to family separations and 
death on the advancing of AIDS and the outcome of that would be the children 
headed families.       
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Interview was conducted with Nyameka Mafani- Special Projects Co coordinator in the 
NMM.  
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ANNEXURE  A 
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ANNEXURE B 
 
6.2  DIRECT QUESTIONS 
 
What is your name? 
What is the name of your organisation? 
Does the Health Department within the NMM aware of the tendencies of prostitution that 
is glooming in the areas especially around the vicinity of Truckers Inn? 
What is the strategy of the Metro in dealing with the situation?  
What could be the root cause of the prostitution taking place in that area? 
What are the challenges facing the NMB with regard to service delivery and the 
development of the area in question? 
Does the Middle income area called (Coega Village) which is close to this area causes 
competitive pressure to Wells Estate (poverty stricken area)? 
Are there any measures of control in place that the act of prostitution can be prevented 
from University students within the Metro, as students see it as quick cash? 
Are there any relation between the Nelson Mandela Bay‟s Health Department and other 
Local role players like ARTIC? 
Is there any budget in place for fighting tendencies like prostitution other related 
tendencies? 
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ANNEXURE C 
 
6.3  DIRECT QUESTIONS 
 
 
What is your name? 
What is the name of your organization? 
What is the main mission of your organization? 
Is your organization aware of the prostitution within the Metro? 
Are there any plans in place aiming towards the reduction or fighting against these 
tendencies? 
In your own view, what went wrong? 
What needs to be done? 
Are there any cases where your organization attempted to deal with this conduct? 
Who funds ARTIC? 
Are there any other local organizations that work with ARTIC? 
What is your advice particularly with regards to prostitution? 
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ANNEXURE D 
 Family Policy Institute  
Submission in response to:  
The SA Law Reform Commission‟s Discussion Paper on Adult Prostitution.  
In response to the South African Law Reform Commissions (SALRC) questionnaire on Adult 
Prostitution, Family Policy Institute has proposed the following policy option:  
“The entire sex industry must be criminalised with particular attention being focused on 
procurers (men who solicit and buy sex), pimps, brothel owners, gangs, crime syndicates & 
sex traffickers by police and the prosecuting authorities.  
However, women & girls trapped in prostitution must not be arrested & prosecuted but rather 
diverted via the justice system into state funded exit programs in partnership with civil 
society - to help women & girls escape prostitution”.  
“Family Policy Institute believes the policy option that best serves South Africa‟s current 
social reality is the total criminalisation of the sex industry. Partial decriminalisation 
(criminalisation of the demand side of the sex industry but not the prostitutes themselves) 
will legitimise prostitution as an acceptable form of „work‟ and draw more women & girls into 
prostitution”.  
If the legislature makes a policy decision to use the total criminalisation option the 
Commission proposes a new Adult Prostitution Act to criminalise  
• buying of voluntary adult prostitution  
and  
• voluntary selling of adult prostitution  
and  
• all prostitution related acts.  
SALRC QUESTIONS ON THE TOTAL CRIMINALISATION OPTION  
1. How must prostitution (currently 'unlawful carnal intercourse') be defined in the 
new Adult Prostitution Act?  
 
[Prostitution is the unlawful exchange of sexual favours for financial or material gain.]  
2. How will this option reduce the demand for prostitution?  
 
Most women and girls do not enter prostitution as a career choice but due to tragic 
circumstances such as family breakdown, sexual abuse, rape, poverty and general 
economic survival. 2  
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Entering into prostitution is therefore a survival strategy: as Joseph Parker noted (Lola 
Green Baldwin Foundation): “The reality is that no woman wants to have sex with 5, 10, 15, 
20 or more men a day, every day.” Can one really speak of choice at all if there are no 
viable alternatives to actually choose from?  
The main drivers of prostitution are the procurers, men who solicit and buy sex and the 
human parasites who exploit women and children for financial gain like pimps, brothel and 
strip club owners, gangs, crime syndicates and sex traffickers.  
Total criminalisation of the sex industry that focuses the attention of law enforcement and 
the prosecuting authorities on the procurers and the criminals that sexually exploit women 
and children will significantly reduce prostitution because it will reduce the demand for 
prostitutes and clamp down on those who lure women into prostitution.  
Research has shown that the greater availability of prostitutes, the greater the demand for 
their services. Making it legal will promote this inherently anti-family practise as the vast 
majority of the clientele of prostitutes are married men.  
In addition, clamping down on the demand side coupled with sustainable government 
funded exit programs in partnership with civil society will significantly reduce prostitution 
because the overwhelming majority of women who want to escape prostitution will have a 
real choice.  
In 1999 at approximately the same time the Netherlands opted for legalisation, Sweden 
introduced a policy of abolition with the focus on clamping down on the demand and helping 
women to exit prostitution. The purchase and attempted purchase of sexual services was 
criminalised for the first time.  
Street prostitution was reduced and more importantly a barrier was erected against 
trafficking. Swedish Police estimate the number of persons trafficked into Sweden were 
about 400 - 600 a year, a fraction of the estimated number of women trafficked into 
neighbouring Finland, Denmark and Norway.  
Although initially sceptical, Swedish Police now say the act prohibiting the purchase of 
sexual services has prevented traffickers establishing themselves in Sweden. Telephone 
intercepts have revealed traffickers and pimps experiencing problems finding purchasers 
and so shifting to more lucrative markets like Norway and Denmark.  
Norway has copied Sweden and has adopted the same legal approach as of 1 Jan 2009. 
South Korea has been following it for some time and countries such as UK and Italy are also 
heading in this direction.  
Iceland has introduced a Bill to criminalise the purchase of sexual acts and to prohibit strip 
clubs. 3  
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3. How will this option reduce harm and vulnerability to abuse and exploitation of 
prostitutes?  
 
It is important to note that it is not the legal status that causes the harm but the prostitution 
itself. Prostitutes are the most vulnerable members of society and are susceptible to abuse 
as a consequence of the inherently exploitative nature of prostitution.  
Prostitution is not labour, it is a violation of human rights and can never be considered work 
in the conventional sense of the word. In Sweden it‟s regarded as gender-based violence. It 
is paid rape and degrades, dehumanises and reduces women to mere commodities for sale  
In attempting to normalise prostitution as work the term “sex work” has been introduced by 
those promoting this option. Although using this term serves to sanitise the pimps and 
brothel keepers as legitimate businessmen it does nothing to end the violence and 
exploitation nor has it reduced the stigma associated with prostitution.  
Governments that legalise/decriminalise prostitution as "sex work" will have a huge 
economic stake in the sex industry. Consequently, this will foster their increased 
dependence on the sex sector. If women in prostitution are counted as workers, pimps as 
businessmen, and buyers as consumers of sexual services, thus legitimating the entire sex 
industry as an economic sector, then governments can abdicate responsibility for making 
decent and sustainable employment available to women. (Raymond 2003).  
The failure of the decriminalisation/legalisation of prostitution as a social policy is being 
increasingly acknowledged and abandoned in favour of targeting the demand for prostitution 
together with offering programmes to help women exit the trade  
South Africa has high unemployment, extreme economic disparities, porous borders, 
pervasive corruption in all sectors of society and extremely high levels of rape, violence and 
abuse of women and children.  
It is therefore inconceivable that policies of legalisation or decriminalisation that have proved 
to be complete failures in better resourced countries would work for SA  
Arguments for decriminalisation or legalization are usually based on the mistaken 
assumption that a regulated sex industry will contain and control the growth of the brothel 
and street trade, and eliminate - or at least greatly reduce - the associated drugs; abuse; 
violence; organized crime; child prostitution and trafficking. There is no evidence, however, 
to support these claims.  
In countries such as Netherlands, Australia and Germany where these policies were 
adopted the opposite happened and there has been a dramatic increase in legal and illegal 
prostitution, child prostitution and trafficking in persons for sexual purposes  
This is the current scenario in Australia, New Zealand and the Netherlands. 
Decriminalisation or legalisation did nothing to „regulate the sex industries in these countries 
but rather spawned much larger illegal sex industries which operate parallel to the legal 
industry and is dominated by organised crime. 4  
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South Africa‟s unique social challenges which include, high rates of poverty & 
unemployment, rampant crime & corruption in all sectors of society, spiraling rates of sexual 
abuse of women & children and the highest infection rate of HIV/AIDS in the world all 
suggest a decriminalised sex industry will be catastrophic for our society.  
In addition, a partial decriminalised sex industry will provide space for pimps, gangs, crime 
syndicates and sex traffickers to exploit the system and further enslave vulnerable women 
and children.  
Victoria, the first Australian state to decriminalise prostitution in 2003 records the largest 
increase in child prostitution in that country. Child prostitution exists in every adult 
prostitution market that exists and has increased where prostitution has been legalised or 
decriminalised (Bindel:2004; Sullivan:2005; New Zealand Herald:2008)  
On 18 May 2009 The Telegraph reports that the Australian government has lost control of 
the illegal sex industry in Sydney which is four times larger than the legal industry.  
The Mayor of Amsterdam, Job Cohen, has admitted that the policy of legalisation has been 
a failure and has instituted a reversal. He stated that organized crime dominated the 
industry in which sex trafficking, exploitation, drug abuse and money laundering was rife. 
The influence of organized crime on the city centre was a growing one. One third of the 
brothel windows have been bought out and replaced with fashion boutiques. Permits have 
been withdrawn from dozens of sex businesses including the well known Yab Yum brothel 
and Casa Rosso Theatre who reportedly had links to organised crime. Rafts of new 
restrictions on other aspects of the sex trade are being introduced.  
Legalisation has not helped police to clamp down on organized crime. Connections between 
organised crime and the sex industry have not diminished. Country reports from Australia 
and the Netherlands highlight that legalisation has, in some respects, strengthened links. In 
October 2003 Amsterdam City Council took the decision to close down the street tolerance 
zone; Mayor Job Cohen noted that the situation was "a devil‟s dilemma" because "it 
appeared impossible to create a safe and controllable zone for women that was not open to 
abuse by organised crime" (Editorial, Het Parool, 2003).1  
1 “A Critical Examination of Responses to Prostitution in Four Countries: Victoria, Australia; 
Ireland; the Netherlands; and Sweden,” Julie Bindel and Liz Kelly, Child and Woman Abuse 
Studies Unit, London Metropolitan University, 2003, p 13.  
2 Ibid, p 15.  
A report by the Platform Organisations Shelter for Prostitutes (POOP) concludes that three 
quarters of prostitutes in the Netherlands wish to attend exit programmes to enable them to 
leave. The report is a response to an evaluation by the Scientific Research and 
Documentation Centre (WODC) on the lifting of the brothel ban in October 2000, which 
claims that in the main, there have been few problems since the new laws. However, POOP 
argues that illegality and coercion still dominate the industry (Reformatorisch Dagblad, 
2003).2 5  
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Child prostitution in the Netherlands has significantly increased during the last ten years. 
The Child Right organisation in Amsterdam estimates that there are now more than 15,000 
children (primarily girls) are being prostituted, an increase of eleven thousand since 1996. 
Five thousand of these children are thought to be from other countries, mainly Nigeria 
(Tiggloven, 2001).3  
3 Ibid, p 15.  
4 Ibid, p 16.  
5 Ibid, p 16.  
6 “Amsterdam Sets New Crackdown on Pimps” By Associated Press December 14, 2007.www.fool.com.  
At the most basic level an expansion of the sex industry in its current forms will be 
accompanied by increased incidence of violence. Violence against women in prostitution 
does not seem to have decreased in the Netherlands or Victoria since legalisation, and 
there are even suggestions that it has increased. (Jeffreys 1997, Daley 2001).4  
79% of women in prostitution are there due to some degree of force. In one Dutch study, 79 
per cent of women in prostitution gave an indication that they were in prostitution due to 
some degree of force (The Dutch Institute of Social Sexological Research, 2000).5  
The National Council of Women of New Zealand, which originally supported the 
decriminalisation of prostitution, is now of the view that the only winners from the 2003 
Prostitution reform Act are males.  
A report by the New Zealand Prostitution Law Reform Committee issued on operation of the 
Prostitution Reform Act could not find that the position of prostitutes had improved since the 
introduction of the new legislation - see attached summary by Melissa Farley in this regard 
415-922-4555 mfarley@prostitutionresearch.com  
Removal of ban on brothels “hasn’t achieved what was expected” – Amsterdam City 
Authorities  
In 2007 Amsterdam City authorities said they will introduce new measures to crack down on 
pimps and stop the exploitation of prostitutes.  
"The removal of the ban on brothels in 2000 that made prostitution legal hasn't achieved 
what was expected. (Instead) it gave free reign for the exploitation of women in the sex 
industry," Amsterdam‟s City Government said in a statement.6  
RUHAMA’S POSITION ON LEGALISATION  
Prostitution, and whether it should or should not be legalised, is often discussed and 
debated on Irish radio, television and in the newspapers. Legalisation would mean the 
regulation of prostitution with laws regarding where, when, and how prostitution could take 
place. In many countries legalisation, and therefore regulation, is seen as the solution to 
addressing the multitude of problems surrounding prostitution such as the health and safety 
of women, the rights of women, under-age prostitution, trafficking, violence and public 
disorder complaints. 6  
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Ruhama, as an organisation that addresses the reality of women who engage in prostitution, 
does not believe legalisation can realistically, effectively, nor humanely deal with 
prostitution. Similarly, Ruhama does not believe that decriminalisation of prostitution can 
deal with prostitution either.7  
7 While legalisation involves regulation of some kind, decriminalisation does not as it 
involves the removal of all laws against prostitution. Decriminalisation is, therefore, a more 
extreme measure than legalisation. For the purpose of this paper the term legalisation, 
unless otherwise stated, shall be used to refer to any situation where prostitution is made 
legal and/or where any legal impediments against it are removed, thereby attempting to 
make prostitution a profession and therefore legitimate.  
8 Giobbe, 1998. “A Comparison of Pimps and Batterers”, a condensed version of "An Analysis of Individual , 
Institutional, and Cultural Pimping" in Michigan Journal of Gender & Law, 1993, vol. 1 (1): 33-57.  
Ruhama is a Dublin based voluntary organisation that works with and for women involved in 
prostitution. It recognises the dignity of all women, is non-judgmental, and aims to provide 
women with alternatives in their lives so that some day they may leave prostitution. 
Ruhama‟s work includes outreach and casework, education and development, and 
awareness raising. Ruhama also strives to influence the attitudes, prejudices and structures 
in society which lead women into, and keep women in, prostitution.  
Ruhama is against the legalisation of prostitution, viewing prostitution as exploitative and 
abusive of women and a violation of the most basic of human rights. The act of prostitution 
constitutes violence against women and is intrinsically traumatising. The tactics of power 
and control that are used in prostitution are the same as those used in domestic violence.8 
A woman seldom finds herself becoming involved in prostitution as a result of unlimited 
choices but rather as a consequence of very constrained circumstances. Prostitution is 
rarely chosen as a career but is instead seen as a survival strategy. By legalising 
prostitution one is failing to acknowledge that prostitution preys particularly on women who 
are vulnerable and who choose prostitution as a last resort.  
Prostitution is violence against women and violates the most basic human rights to sexual 
autonomy and integrity. The human rights of women everywhere are seriously threatened by 
the massive and growing exploitation of women.  
The UN Declaration of Human Rights 1948 guarantees human dignity and integrity to all.  
The Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and the Exploitation of the 
Prostitution of Others 1949 declares prostitution and the accompanying evil of trafficking for 
prostitution, to be incompatible with the dignity and worth of every human being 7  
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– The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women was adopted in 1979 and ratified by nation states beginning in 1980. Ireland ratified 
in 1985. The most authoritative U.N. human rights instrument to protect women from abuse 
and discrimination.  
 
 
 
„any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or 
psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life‟.  
 
 
„Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, 
including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational 
institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution (Article 2 b)  
 has proposed a new Convention Against 
All Forms of Sexual Exploitation to the U.N. as a targeted instrument to address the 
expanding and globalising sex trade.  
8  
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From Ruhama‟s perspective, prostitution constitutes violence against women and is a 
fundamental violation of women‟s human rights. Prostitution is inherently harmful and 
abusive. It violates the human dignity and integrity guaranteed to all in the UN Declaration 
on Human Rights 1948. Human rights define what kind of life is worthy of a human being, 
what kind of life is worth living. This broad understanding of human rights is appealed to in 
all sorts of ways in our society.  
 
Among our basic human rights are: the right to life, to physical and psychological integrity, to 
respect for privacy, freedom of circulation and the right to dignity as well as the so-called 
second generation of rights; food, shelter and work.  
Clearly, many people consider prostitution, even if at times unconsciously, a reasonable 
choice for a particular sector or class of women. Prostitution is somehow acceptable for poor 
women, vulnerable women, indigenous women, women of colour, of different race, instead 
of being seen as sexual exploitation and a human rights violation. We are in reality tolerating 
the creation of a separate, expendable, throwaway class of women.9  
9 Barry, K.(1995) p. 280  
10 From Farley et al (1998)  
11 Finnish Programme for the Prevention of Prostitution and Violence Against Women 1998-2000  
12 Bunch, C., (1995) p.12.  
Intrinsic to prostitution are numerous violations of human rights: sexual harassment, 
economic servitude, educational deprivation, job discrimination, partner and family violence , 
racism, classism, vulnerability to frequent physical and sexual assault, and being subjected 
to body invasions that are equivalent to torture.10.  
As well as breaching an individual‟s human rights, the prostitution system and the trade in 
human beings is a violation of the rights and dignity of humankind as a whole. „When the 
body and sexual capacity of a person is consumed and exploited as a commodity, it is not 
only a social and health issue but also and ethical and human rights question‟.11 It is self 
evident that as long as it is acceptable to deny any group or class its full human entitlement 
to dignity, we are all vulnerable to human rights abuse.12  
The illusion that prostitution is a choice is manipulative and deceptive. It allows the buyers 
and the pimps to obscure the abuse involved and to confer a form of right on the abuser. 
The fact that money is exchanged cannot disguise the fact that what occurs in prostitution, 
the bodily and psychological violations involved are in fact sexual abuse and harassment 
and would be seen as such in any so-called ordinary workplace or social setting. 9  
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At first sight it appears obvious that as human beings women have human rights. However, 
while the Universal Declaration of 1948 was and is to be understood to apply to women, the 
social subordination of women through tradition and prejudice in the world at large is also 
reflected in the marginalisation of women in the world of human rights. The process of 
seeking redress for women for human rights violations has been disproportionately difficult 
for women and in many cases outright impossible13. The assertion that women’s rights are 
human rights has the political impact of bringing to visibility the „dismal failure of countries 
worldwide to accord women the human dignity and respect that they deserve simply as 
human beings14.  
13 Bunch, C., and Frost, S., (2000)  
14 Bunch, C., and Frost, S., (2000)  
15 www.hrw.org/women  
16For details of agencies see Raymond, J., (1998), also Farley, M.,( 2004), See also International 
Committee for Prostitutes Rights, COYOTE and North American Task Force on Prostitution, all at 
www.bayswan.org) and Network of Sex Work Projects, at www.NSWP.org/nswp  
The documented reality is that millions of women throughout the world live in conditions of 
abject deprivation of, and attacks against, their fundamental human rights for no other 
reason than that they are women. Abuses against women are relentless, systematic, and 
widely tolerated, if not explicitly condoned, as in the case of the prostitution and sexual 
exploitation of women. Violence and discrimination against women are global social 
epidemics.15  
There is an argument, coming from some human rights activists and some feminists, as well 
as organisations supported by the sex trade, that prostitution per se should be exempted 
from the category of human rights violations. They propose that, instead of seeing 
prostitution as a human rights violation, the assumption should be that prostitution is a 
human right, a right of a woman to do what she wants with her body.16 Prostitution is 
constructed as sex work and it is proposed that all aspects of prostitution – soliciting, selling, 
buying and pimping be decriminalised. (paper 4 on choice).  
From the perspective that prostitution is violence against women and a breach of human 
rights it becomes irrational and absurd to confer a right to be sexually exploited. Society 
does not see other issues of harm such as domestic/partner violence, drug misuse and self-
harm as rights. There are sanctions and protections enshrined in law to protect vulnerable 
individuals and society at large. 10  
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International human rights approaches  
United Nations Declaration 1848  
Article 1 declares that „all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and human rights; 
Article 5 prohibits, „cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment‟. The 1949 United 
Nations Convention, entitled „The Suppression of the Trafficking in Persons and of the 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others’ states in its preamble that: ‟prostitution and the evils 
which accompany it, i.e. the trade in human beings, are incompatible with human dignity and 
worth‟.17 This instrument recognizes that a woman‟s rights are violated whether or not there is 
consent. The convention legislates against pimping, brothel keeping and trafficking.  
17 www.ohchr.org/english/law/traffic/persons.htm  
U.N. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW) 1979  
The most important and authoritative international treaty specifically addressing women‟s 
human rights is the U.N. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women.  
In Part I of the text of the convention Article 6 states that:  
„State parties shall take all appropriate measures including legislation, to suppress all forms 
of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women’.  
Initiated during the UN decade for Women, adopted by the General U.N. Assembly in 1979 
and ratified by over 177 countries by 2004. Ireland ratified in December 1985. CEDAW is 
the first international treaty to fully address fundamental human rights for women in politics, 
health care, education, economics, employment, law, property and marriage and family 
relations.  
State parties to the convention are legally bound to put provisions in place to implement 
their obligations to protect and uphold women‟s human rights. The CEDAW committee 
monitors progress for women in countries that are state parties. Each party must submit 
reports on at least a four yearly basis giving account of measures taken. The committee can 
issue recommendations where necessary. The Irish government submitted its combined 
fourth and fifth report in 2005. 11  
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UN World Conference on Human Rights Vienna 1993.  
The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action adopted by the world conference declares 
that „The human rights of women and of the girl-child are an inalienable integral and indivisible 
part of universal human rights‟ 18 Article 18 states that  
18 Bunch, C., and Frost, S., (2000)  
19 U.N.General Assembly resolution 48/104  
20 www.europarl.europa.eu/omk/sipade3  
21 Barry, K. (1995), p.311 and Appendix at 323f. for text of proposed Convention.  
„Gender-based violence and all forms of sexual harassment and exploitation, including those 
resulting from cultural prejudice and international trafficking, are incompatible with the dignity 
and worth of the human person, and must be eliminated. This can be achieved by legal 
measures and through national action and international cooperation in such fields as economic 
and social development, education, safe maternity and health care, and social support.  
U.N. Declaration on Elimination of Violence against Women 1993  
In Article 1, this Declaration adopts a broad definition of violence against women as  
„ any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or 
psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life‟.  
Article 2 (b) targets  
„Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, 
including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational 
institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution;19  
Since 1991 The European Parliament has passed resolutions opposing prostitution, e.g. 
most recently the European Parliament resolution on the current situation in combating 
violence against women and any future action (2004/2220(INI). In that resolution, among 
several recommendations to governments on taking measures to combat gender violence, 
recommendation 3.(i) urges member governments „to combat the idea that working as a 
prostitute can be equated with doing a job’20.  
CATW proposed New Convention Against All Forms of Sexual Exploitation  
The Coalition Against Trafficking in Women (CATW), and many other activists, argue that 
the efforts of the sex industry are having increasing success in excluding prostitution and 
pornography from the explicit terms of human rights instruments21. Since the mid 1990s, 
CATW has been calling for addition of a new protocol to the 1949 convention, compelling 
countries that have ratified it, to enforce its provisions. They have drafted and are calling for 
a new convention to expand and reinforce the 1949 one. The proposed new Convention 
Against All Forms of Sexual Exploitation would make all prostitution and trafficking violations 
of human rights. 12  
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It would, for the first time, declare that all sexual exploitation is a violation of a person‟s 
human rights. Further it would decriminalize the women in prostitution and criminalise the 
pimps, procurers and customers, - as the 1999 Swedish law has done. The new convention 
also covers the support services, educational and economic alternatives needed for women 
who survive and exit prostitution. 22  
22 Raymond, J., (1995).  
23 U.N Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women (1994) Preliminary Report Section G, Note 72.  
„In the context of norms recently established by the international community, a State that 
does not act against crimes of violence against women is as guilty as the perpetrator. States 
are under a positive duty to prevent, investigate, and punish crimes associated with violence 
against women‟23  
Sources and further reading:  
Barry, K., 1995, The Prostitution of Sexuality: The Global Exploitation of Women, New York: 
New York University Press  
Bunch, C., (1995) „Transforming Human Rights from a Feminist Perspective‟ in Women’s 
Rights, Human Rights: International Feminist Perspectives. Ed. Peters, J. and Wolper, A. 
New York: Routledge  
Bunch, C., and Frost, S., (2000)‘Women‟s Human Rights: An introduction‟ in Routledge 
International Encyclopaedia of Women: Global Women’s Issues and Knowledge, Routledge,  
Farley, M., et al., (1998) „Prostitution in Five Countries: Violence and Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder‟ in Feminism and Psychology, vol 8 no.4. London: Sage, at 405-425.  
Farley, M., (2004) „Bad for the Body, Bad for the Heart: Prostitution Harms Women Even if 
Legalised or Decriminalised‟, in Violence Against Women, Vol.10, (10) at 1087-1125.  
Finnish Government Programme for the Prevention of Prostitution and Violence Against 
Women 1998-2002. www.stakes.fi/sexviolence and www.vakivalta.net  
Raymond, Janice, (1995), Report to the Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, 
The United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland. N.Amherst, MA, U.S A. Coalition Against 
Trafficking in Women  
Raymond, Janice, (1998), „Prostitution as Violence against women: NGO stonewalling in 
Beijing and elsewhere‟, www.catwinternational.org  
Websites:  
www.bayswan.org www.catwinternational.org www.hrw.org/women www.NSWP.org/nswp  
www.europarl.europa.eu/omk/sipade3 www.ohchr.org/english/issues/women/rapporteur/annual  
www.ohchr.org/english/law/traffic/persons www.stakes.fi/sexviolence www.vakivalta.net 
www.un.org 13  
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4. How will this option assist prostitutes to enforce their rights to equality and access 
to health?  
 
There is no evidence to suggest that prostitutes are prevented from gaining access to health 
facilities. Women in prostitution have the right to access health facilities such as clinics, 
state or private hospitals and private physicians without having to admit they are prostitutes.  
A legalized/decriminalised system of prostitution that mandates health checks and 
certification only for women and not for clients is blatantly discriminatory to women. "Women 
only" health checks make no public health sense because monitoring prostituted women 
does not protect them from HIV/AIDS or STDs, since male "clients" can and do originally 
transmit disease to the women (Raymond:2003)  
Neither do so-called enforceable condom policies. In one of Coalition against Women in 
Trafficking‟s (CATW) studies, U.S. women in prostitution interviewed reported the following: 
47% stated that men expected sex without a condom; 73% reported that men offered to pay 
more for sex without a condom; 45% of women said they were abused if they insisted that 
men use condoms. Some women said that certain establishments may have rules that men 
wear condoms but, in reality, men still try to have sex without them. One woman stated: "It's 
'regulation' to wear a condom at the sauna, but negotiable between parties on the side. Most 
guys expected blow jobs without a condom (Raymond and Hughes: 2001)."  
In reality, the enforcement of condom policy was left to the individual women in prostitution, 
and the offer of extra money was an insistent pressure. One woman stated: "I'd be one of 
those liars if I said 'Oh I always used a condom.' If there was extra money coming in, then 
the condom would be out the window. I was looking for the extra money." Many factors 
militate against condom use: the need of women to make money; older women's decline in 
attractiveness to men; competition from places that do not require condoms; pimp pressure 
on women to have sex with no condom for more money; money needed for a drug habit or 
to pay off the pimp; and the general lack of control that prostituted women have over their 
bodies in prostitution venues. (Raymond 2003)  
So called "safety policies" in brothels did not protect women from harm. Even where 
brothels supposedly monitored the "customers" and utilised "bouncers," women stated that 
they were injured by buyers and, at times, by brothel owners and their friends. Even when 
someone intervened to control buyers' abuse, women lived in a climate of fear. Although 60 
percent of women reported that buyers had sometimes been prevented from abusing them, 
half of those women answered that, nonetheless, they thought that they might be killed by 
one of their "customers" (Raymond et al: 2002).  
Then there is the harm to the women herself: Like combat veterans, women in prostitution 
suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a psychological reaction to extreme 
physical and emotional trauma. Symptoms are acute anxiety, depression, insomnia, 
irritability, flashbacks, emotional numbing, and being in a state of emotional and physical 
hyper alertness. 67% of those in prostitution from five countries (including SA) met criteria 
for a diagnosis of PTSD, a rate similar to that of battered women, rape victims, and state-
sponsored torture survivors. (Melissa 14  
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Farley, Isin Baral, Merab Kiremire, Ufuk Sezgin, "Prostitution in Five Countries: Violence and 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder" (1998) Feminism & Psychology 8 (4): 405-426f  
5. How will this option avoid the stigmatisation and discrimination of prostitutes?  
 
Most of our research show that in nations that have either decriminalised or legalised 
prostitution the social stigma associated with prostitution remained. This is mainly due to the 
fact that the legal status of women in prostitution does not alter or reduce the negative 
perceptions associated with prostitution.  
Stigma and prejudice against prostitution and the shame associated with that, continued 
after decriminalization of prostitution in New Zealand. The New Zealand Prostitution Review 
Committee stated, “Despite decriminalization, the social stigma surrounding involvement in 
the sex industry continues.” (Page 154)  
The authors of the Netherlands report (WODC, Research and Documentation Centre of the 
Dutch Ministry of Justice) point out: “Because of the more stringent police-control the new 
regulations also resulted in the relocation of activities within the prostitution sector: criminal 
forms of prostitution moved to places where there are fewer or less stringent checks.” In 
other words, the criticism often levelled at those advocating removing prostitution from 
particular localities – that it will be displaced – seem to also apply to legalisation.24  
24 Ibid, p. 14  
25 Ibid, p 14.  
Most prostitutes continue to operate illegally in order to retain anonymity In the Netherlands; 
prostitutes must register with the police to be legal. There, women in prostitution point out 
that legalisation does not erase the stigma of prostitution but, instead, makes women more 
vulnerable to abuse because they must loose anonymity. Thus, the majority of women in 
prostitution still choose to operate illegally and underground (Daley, 2001).25  
“For the most part, the women in prostitution who I talk to don't really seem to care about 
their human rights. The stigma and shame of prostitution is still very strong even after 
decriminalization. The women I see feel that prejudice intensely. One of the women we work 
with was raped in prostitution since decriminalization. She told us, however, that she felt that 
‘it was part of the job’ of prostitution. Of all the women I’ve worked with, none of them told 
me that when they were little girls they dreamed of growing up to be prostitutes.” - Director 
of an Auckland agency providing services to women in prostitution, 2008  
6. How will this option address concerns regarding prostitution and crime?  
 
Clamping down on the demand side of prostitution with particular focus on pimps, gangs, 
crime syndicates, brothel owners and sex traffickers is the only way to break the long 
established links between crime and prostitution.  
The links between organised crime, prostitution and trafficking are well established. The 
traffickers are often highly organised entrepreneurs that earn huge profits from the 
exploitation of women and children. But international and local trafficking in women and 
children cannot flourish without the local prostitution markets. If a local prostitution market 
decreases 15  
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substantially, organised crime networks are likely to relocate to a more profitable location 
(Bindel 2004)  
Legalisation/decriminalisation is a gift to pimps, traffickers and the sex industry. People often 
don‟t realize that decriminalisation means decriminalisation of the whole sex industry and 
not only the women. They haven‟t thought through the consequences of legalizing pimps as 
legitimate sex entrepreneurs (Raymond 2003)  
In South Africa, in addition to local criminal crime groups, foreign organised criminal groups 
from Russia, Bulgaria, Thailand, China and Nigeria are already established in the local sex 
industry. Strip clubs in particular have been used as not only fronts for prostitution but also 
to traffic in women for sexual exploitation on work permits as „exotic dancers‟ (Noseweek 
Dec 2008). Traffickers would similarly be able to bring in foreign women on work permits 
under the guise that they are „migrant sex workers‟.  
As conceded by the South African Law Reform Commission in Chapter 4 of the Discussion 
Papers re Trafficking released in 2006, curtailment of trafficking in persons for prostitution 
seems to go hand in hand with strong measure to eliminate the demand for prostituted 
women and children.  
On 3 June 2009 in an article by Alet Rademeyer and Philip de Bruin the Beeld reports that 
there are about 10 000 child prostitutes in Johannesburg alone, a group concerned with 
child abuse said that Bloemfontein is one of the biggest focal points of syndicates as far as 
trafficking in children for sex and drug trading are concerned. A founding member of 
Sapsac, a body investigating child abuse, Retha Meintjes, who is also the deputy director of 
public prosecution, says even though similar figures are not available for other cities, all the 
available information indicates that the situation in Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth 
are “equally grave”. According to Sapsac, girls in South Africa are sold for between R2 500 
and R12 000. Countrywide networks of syndicates who are involved in child abuse include 
“prominent and wealthy” people, even some from the medical field. Children as young as 10 
“are recruited and sexually abused by adults who pay the syndicates”. Children who work in 
Port Elizabeth as prostitutes and/or drug dealers, earn between R1 500 and R5 000 per day 
for the coffers of their “handlers”. Sapsac said the children who disobeyed the syndicates‟ 
instructions were punished with “extreme physical abuse, or by withholding drugs and food 
from them or even death”. The group said it will make an urgent plea to the government to 
enforce effective measures to protect children, especially with a view to the huge 
international sporting events which will soon take place in South Africa. See link below. 16  
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Significantly, the links between adult prostitution, child prostitution, sex trafficking and 
organised crime are indisputable.  
http://www.news24.com/Content/SouthAfrica/News/1059/7b5b9d79f24c49959eb90d77bd5b
3c94/03-06-2009%2010-06/10_000_child_prostitutes_in_Jhb  
In terms of article 9.5 of the Palermo Protocol (SA are signatories) States Parties must go 
further than discouraging the demand for trafficked persons per se but must take measures 
to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, especially women 
and children that leads to trafficking. Decriminalising/legalising prostitution, and thereby 
creating large sex markets that act as a pull factor for sex traffickers, would not fulfil our 
obligations in this regard.  
Drugs, crime and violence are intrinsic to the prostitution industry  
No country has managed to break the link between prostitution, crime, drugs and 
violence. J P Smith, Council representative for Sea Point, a well known prostitution 
„hot spot‟, and Chairperson for the Cape Town City Safety and Security Portfolio 
Committee, has stated that the City has found a definite link between prostitution and 
general crime On 3 June 2009 Graeme Hosken reports in the Pretoria News that 
motorist has been killed and dozens have been injured in a spate of recent armed 
robberies carried out by prostitutes in secluded spots around the city. The majority of 
the attacks, which have led to police issuing warnings to motorists, have been on rich 
businessmen from Johannesburg and Rustenburg. The latest attack occurred on 
Monday when a 75-year-old pensioner was assaulted by a group of men moments 
after he stopped in an isolated area in the Schurveberg area west of Pretoria with a 
prostitute. The man was attacked by six armed men and robbed of his cell phone and 
wallet. 
http://www.iol.co.za/index.php?set_id=1&click_id=15&art_id=vn20090603060608940
C427652  
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